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Suppose Fn+lq denotes the (n + l)-dimensional vector space over
a ﬁnite ﬁeld Fq and GLn+l, n(Fq) denotes the corresponding sin-
gular general linear group. All the subspaces of type (m, k) form
an orbit under GLn+l, n(Fq), denoted by M(m, k; n + l, n). Let Λ
be the set of all the orbitals of (GLn+l, n(Fq),M(m, k; n + l, n)).
Then (M(m, k; n + l, n),Λ) is a symmetric association scheme.
In this paper, we determine all the orbitals and the rank of
(GLn+l, n(Fq),M(m, k; n + l, n)), calculate the length of each sub-
orbit. Finally, we compute all the intersection numbers of the
symmetric association scheme (M(m, k; n + l, n),Λ),where k = 1
or k = l − 1.
© 2009 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Let Fq be a ﬁnite ﬁeld with q elements, and let E denote the subspace of F
n+l
q generated by
en+1, en+2, . . . , en+l , where ei is the row vector in Fn+lq whose ith coordinate is 1 and all other co-
ordinates are 0.
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where T11 and T22 are nonsingular n × n and l × l matrices, respectively, forms a group under ma-
trix multiplication, called the singular general linear group of degree n + l over Fq and denoted by
GLn+l, n(Fq). The row vector space Fn+lq together with the right multiplication action of GLn+l, n(Fq)
is called the (n + l)-dimensional singular linear space over Fq. An m-dimensional subspace P in the
(n + l)-dimensional singular linear space is said to be of type (m, k), if dim(P ∩ E) = k. Denote the set
of all subspaces of type (m, k) in Fn+lq byM(m, k; n + l, n). By [8, Lemma 2.1],M(m, k; n + l, n) is an
orbit of subspaces under GLn+l, n(Fq). Notation and terminologies will be adopted from [6,7].
Let G be a transitive permutation group on a ﬁnite setΩ . Then G acts on the setΩ × Ω in a natural
way as
(a, b)σ = (aσ , bσ ), ∀a, b ∈ Ω , ∀σ ∈ G.
The orbitsΛ0,Λ1, . . . ,Λt of (G,Ω × Ω) are said to be orbitals of (G,Ω), whereΛ0 = {(a, a)|a ∈ Ω}.
The number of orbitals is called the rank of (G,Ω). For a ∈ Ω , let
Λi(a) = {b ∈ Ω|(a, b) ∈ Λi}.
Then Λ0(a),Λ1(a), . . . ,Λt(a) are just the orbits of (Ga,Ω), where Ga is the stabilizer of a. The or-
bit Λi(a) is called a suborbit of (G,Ω). The length of Λi(a) is independent of the choice of a. Let
Λ = {Λ0,Λ1, . . . ,Λt}. Then the conﬁguration (M(m, k; n + l, n),Λ) forms a symmetric association
scheme. The theory of association schemes may be found in [1,2].
The results on suborbits may be found in Wang and Wei [10], Wei and Wang [11,12], Guo and
Wang [3]. Applying the matrix method, Wan et al. [7] computed all the intersection numbers of
dual polar schemes and Grassmann schemes. As a generalization of dual polar schemes, Rieck [5]
constructed association schemes by the subspaces of a given dimension in ﬁnite classical polar spaces.
As generalizations of bilinear forms schemes and dual polar schemes, we constructed association
schemes from singular linear space and singular classical spaces, respectively (see [4,8]). This paper is
a continuation of above researches.
The rest of this article is organized as follows. In Section 2,wedetermine all the orbitals and the rank
of (GLn+l, n(Fq),M(m, k; n + l, n)), calculate the length of each suborbit. In Section 3, we compute all
the intersection numbers of the scheme (M(m, k; n + l, n),Λ), where k = 1 or k = l − 1.
2. Orbitals and suborbits
In this section, we determine all the orbitals and the rank of (GLn+l, n(Fq),M(m, k; n + l, n)), and
calculate the length of each suborbit.































the two pairs (U, V) and (P,Q) are in the same orbital of (GLn+l, n(Fq),M(m, k; n + l, n)) if and only if
dim(U11 ∩ V11) = dim(P11 ∩ Q11), dim(U22 ∩ V22) = dim(P22 ∩ Q22),
dim(U ∩ V) = dim(P ∩ Q). (1)
































(U ∩ V)T = P ∩ Q , U11T11 = P11, U22T22 = P22,
V11T11 = Q11 and V22T22 = Q22,
which imply that
(U11 ∩ V11)T11 = P11 ∩ Q11, (U22 ∩ V22)T22 = P22 ∩ Q22.
Hence (1) holds.
Conversely, suppose (1) holds. Let
dim(U11 ∩ V11) = m − k − i, dim(U22 ∩ V22) = k − a, dim(U ∩ V) = m − j. (2)


































where rank (U123 − V123) = j − i − a. Then U + V is a subspace of type (m + j, j − i + k) with a













Similarly, P + Q is also a subspace of type (m + j, j − i + k) with a matrix representation just like
that of U + V . Since GLn+l, n(Fq) is transitive on the set of all subspaces of the same type in Fn+lq , there
exists a T ∈ GLn+l, n(Fq) such that (P + Q)T = U + V . It follows that PT = U andQT = V . Hence both
(U, V) and (P,Q) are in the same orbital of (GLn+l, n(Fq),M(m, k; n + l, n)). 
For anyU and V of the form (3), letΛ(i,a,j−i−a) denote the orbital of (GLn+l, n(Fq),M(m, k; n + l, n))
containing (U, V) satisfying (2). Since
0 imin{m − k, n + k − m}, 0 amin{k, l − k},
and
k − am − j(m − k − i) + (k − a), (k + a) + (j − i − a) l,
we obtain
max{k − a,m + k − i − l}m − jm − i − a.
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Hence
0 imin{m − k, n + k − m}, 0 amin{k, l − k},
0 j − i − amin{m − k − i, l − k − a}. (4)
Conversely, for any given integers i, a and j satisfying (4), pick
U =
(m−k n+k−m k l−k
I 0 0 0








i j−i−a m−k−j+i+a n+k−m−i a k j−i−a l+i−j−k
0 I 0 0 0 0 I 0
0 0 I 0 0 0 0 0






Then (U, V) ∈ Λ(i,a,j−i−a); and so the orbital Λ(i,a,j−i−a) exists. It follows that the orbitals of
(GLn+l, n(Fq),M(m, k; n + l, n)) are completely determined by (i, a, j − i − a) satisfying (4).






min{m − k − i + 1, l − k − a + 1}.
Proof. By above discussion, the number of orbitals is equal to the number of (i, a, j − i − a) satisfying
(4). For a ﬁxed pair (i, a) satisfying
0 imin{m − k, n + k − m} and 0 amin{k, l − k},
j − i − amaytakemin{m − k − i + 1, l − k − a + 1}values0, . . . , min{m − k − i, l − k − a}.Hence,
the desired result follows. 
In order to compute the length of suborbits of (GLn+l, n(Fq),M(m, k; n + l, n)), we need the follow-
ing results.
Proposition 2.3 [7, Chapter 1, Theorem 5]. The number of m × n matrices with rank i over Fq is









Proposition 2.4 [8, Proposition 2.3]. For 1m n and 0 imin{m, n − m}, let P′ and Q ′ be two ﬁxed
m-dimensional subspaces ofFnq withdim(P
′ ∩ Q ′) = m − i. Then thenumber ofm-dimensional subspaces
S′ of Fnq satisfying dim(P′ ∩ S′) = m − s and dim(S′ ∩ Q ′) = m − u is
pis,u(m; n) =
∑
































where ω = 1
2
(s − γ − ρ)(s − γ − ρ − 1) + (m − β)(m − β − i) + ρ(2i − α − γ ). In particular,
for a given m-dimensional subspace P of Fnq , the number of m-dimensional subspaces intersecting P at
(m − i)-dimensional subspaces of Fnq is














Theorem 2.5. Suppose (4) holds. For each P ∈M(m, k; n + l, n), the length n(i,a,j−i−a) of the suborbit

























m − k − i








(m−k n+k−m k l−k
I 0 0 0














where U11 is an (m − k) × n matrix of rank (m − k), U12 is an (m − k) × l matrix and U22 is a k × l
matrix of rank k. Then U11 is an (m − k)-dimensional subspace of Fnq such that dim(P11 ∩ U11) =























choices for (U11,U22). By the transitivity of GLn+l, n(Fq), we may take
U11 = (0(m−k,i) I(m−k) 0(m−k,n+k−m−i)) and U22 = (0(k,a) I(k) 0(k,l−k−a)).
Then U12 has the matrix representation of the form







where rank A12 = j − i − a. By Proposition 2.3, there are N(j − i − a; (m − k − i) × (l − k − a))
choices for A12; and so
n(i,a,j−i−a) = αqa(m−k−i)+i(l−k)N(j − i − a; (m − k − i) × (l − k − a)).
Hence the desired result follows. 
3. Association schemes
LetM(m, k; n + l, n) be the set of all subspaces of type (m, k) of Fn+lq , and letΛ be the set of orbitals
of (GLn+l, n(Fq),M(m, k; n + l, n)). Then (M(m, k; n + l, n),Λ) is a symmetric association scheme.
(See [1]). If k = 0, all the intersection numbers of (M(m, 0; n + l, n),Λ) were given by Wang et al.
[8]. In this section, we compute all the intersection numbers of schemes (M(m, 1; n + l, n),Λ) and
(M(m, l − 1; n + l, n),Λ). We begin with two useful propositions.
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Proposition 3.1 [9, Section 4, Theorem 2]. Let 0 < i < min{m, n}. Assume that A1, A2 are two m × n
matrices with rank(A1 − A2) = i. Then the number Nijk(m × n) of m × n matrices A over Fq such that
rank(A − A1) = j and rank(A − A2) = k is





N(α; (m − i) × (n − i))N(β; i × (n − i − α))
× qi(2α+β)Ni−βj−α−β , k−α−β((m − α − β) × i),
where N(0; i × 0) = 1 if n − i − α = 0, N000(0 × i) = 1 if m − α − β = 0.
Proposition 3.2 [8, Theorem 1.1]. The intersection numbers of the scheme (M(m, 0; n + l, n),Λ) are
p
(i,j−i)
(s,t−s) (u,v−u)(m; n + l, n)
= ∑




































×Nmin{j−i,β}θ ,ξ (β × l)N(t − s − θ; (m − s − β) × (l − θ))
×N(v − u − ξ ; γ × (l − ξ)),
where ω = 1
2
(s − γ − ρ)(s − γ − ρ − 1) + (m − β)(m − β − i) + ρ(2i − α − γ ), N(t − s − θ;
(m − s − β) × (l − θ)) and Nmin{j−i,β}θ ,ξ (β × l) are given by Propositions 2.3 and 3.1, respectively.
Suppose k = 1 or k = l − 1, and (4) holds. Nowwe compute the intersection numbers of (M(m, k;
n + l, n),Λ). By the transitivity of GLn+l,n(Fq) onΛ(i,a,j−i−a), wemay choose two ﬁxedm-dimensional
subspaces
P =
(m−k n−m+k k l−k
I 0 0 0








i m−i−k i n−m−i+k a k−a a l−k−a
0 I 0 0 0 0 0 A
0 0 I 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 I 0 0















Then (P,Q) ∈ Λ(i,a,j−i−a), and p(i,a,j−i−a)(s,b,t−s−b) (u,c,v−u−c) is the number of subspaces S satisfying (P, S) ∈
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where rank S11 = m − k and rank S22 = k. Since 0 a, b, c  1, we need to discuss the following four
cases:
Case 1: a = b = c = 0. Then
S =







where rank S11 = m − k. Proposition 3.2 implies that
p
(i,0,j−i)
(s,0,t−s) (u,0,v−u) = p(i,j−i)(s,t−s) (u,v−u)(m − k; n + l − k, n). (6)
Case 2: a = b = 0, c = 1. Then
p
(i,0,j−i)
(s,0,t−s) (u,1,v−u−1) = 0. (7)
Case 3: a = 0, b = c = 1. Proposition 2.4 implies that
p
(i,0,j−i)






pis,u(m − k; n) − p(i,0,j−i)(s,0,t−s) (u,0,v−u). (8)










pis,u(m − k; n) − p(i,1,j−i−1)(s,1,t−s−1) (u,0,v−u) − p(i,1,j−i−1)(s,0,t−s) (u,1,v−u−1). (9)
By [1, Proposition 2.2] and (6)-(9), all the intersection numbers of (M(m, k; n + l, n),Λ) can be
given.
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